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Law and Artificial Intelligence 2022-07-05 this book provides an in depth overview of what is
currently happening in the field of law and artificial intelligence ai from deep fakes and disinformation to
killer robots surgical robots and ai lawmaking the many and varied contributors to this volume discuss
how ai could and should be regulated in the areas of public law including constitutional law human rights
law criminal law and tax law as well as areas of private law including liability law competition law and
consumer law aimed at an audience without a background in technology this book covers how ai changes
these areas of law as well as legal practice itself this scholarship should prove of value to academics in
several disciplines e g law ethics sociology politics and public administration and those who may find
themselves confronted with ai in the course of their work particularly people working within the legal
domain e g lawyers judges law enforcement officers public prosecutors lawmakers and policy advisors
bart custers is professor of law and data science at elaw center for law and digital technologies at leiden
university in the netherlands eduard fosch villaronga is assistant professor at elaw center for law and
digital technologies at leiden university in the netherlands
Intelligence and the Law 1985 this timely book provides an extensive overview and analysis of the law
and regulation as it applies to the technology and uses of artificial intelligence ai it examines the human
and ethical concerns associated with the technology the history of ai and ai in commercial contexts
Artificial Intelligence 2022-03-17 this book describes how text analytics and computational models of
legal reasoning will improve legal ir and let computers help humans solve legal problems
Intelligence and the Law 1985 use of argumentation methods applied to legal reasoning is a relatively
new field of study the book provides a survey of the leading problems and outlines how future research
using argumentation based methods show great promise of leading to useful solutions the problems
studied include not only these of argument evaluation and argument invention but also analysis of
specific kinds of evidence commonly used in law like witness testimony circumstantial evidence forensic
evidence and character evidence new tools for analyzing these kinds of evidence are introduced
Artificial Intelligence and Legal Analytics 2017-07-10 this book assesses the normative and practical
challenges for artificial intelligence ai regulation offers comprehensive information on the laws that
currently shape or restrict the design or use of ai and develops policy recommendations for those areas
in which regulation is most urgently needed by gathering contributions from scholars who are experts in
their respective fields of legal research it demonstrates that ai regulation is not a specialized sub
discipline but affects the entire legal system and thus concerns all lawyers machine learning based
technology which lies at the heart of what is commonly referred to as ai is increasingly being employed
to make policy and business decisions with broad social impacts and therefore runs the risk of causing
wide scale damage at the same time ai technology is becoming more and more complex and difficult to
understand making it harder to determine whether or not it is being used in accordance with the law in
light of this situation even tech enthusiasts are calling for stricter regulation of ai legislators too are
stepping in and have begun to pass ai laws including the prohibition of automated decision making
systems in article 22 of the general data protection regulation the new york city ai transparency bill and
the 2017 amendments to the german cartel act and german administrative procedure act while the belief
that something needs to be done is widely shared there is far less clarity about what exactly can or
should be done or what effective regulation might look like the book is divided into two major parts the
first of which focuses on features common to most ai systems and explores how they relate to the legal
framework for data driven technologies which already exists in the form of national and supra national
constitutional law eu data protection and competition law and anti discrimination law in the second part
the book examines in detail a number of relevant sectors in which ai is increasingly shaping decision
making processes ranging from the notorious social media and the legal financial and healthcare
industries to fields like law enforcement and tax law in which we can observe how regulation by ai is
becoming a reality
Essays on Law and Artificial Intelligence 1993 what does computable law mean for the autonomy
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authority and legitimacy of the legal system are we witnessing a shift from rule of law to a new rule of
technology should we even build these things in the first place this unique volume collects original
papers by a group of leading international scholars to address some of the fascinating questions raised
by the encroachment of artificial intelligence ai into more aspects of legal process administration and
culture weighing near term benefits against the longer term and potentially path dependent implications
of replacing human legal authority with computational systems this volume pushes back against the
more uncritical accounts of ai in law and the eagerness of scholars governments and legaltech
developers to overlook the more fundamental and perhaps bigger picture ramifications of computable
law with contributions by simon deakin christopher markou mireille hildebrandt roger brownsword sylvie
delacroix lyria bennet moses ryan abbott jennifer cobbe lily hands john morison alex sarch and dilan
thampapillai as well as a foreword from frank pasquale
Argumentation Methods for Artificial Intelligence in Law 2005-12-05 this book focuses on the legal
regulation mainly from an international law perspective of autonomous artificial intelligence systems of
their creations as well as of the interaction of human and artificial intelligence it examines critical
questions regarding both the ontology of autonomous ai systems and the legal implications what
constitutes an autonomous ai system and what are its unique characteristics how do they interact with
humans what would be the implications of combined artificial and human intelligence it also explores
potentially the most important questions what are the implications of these developments for collective
security from both a state centered and a human perspective as well as for legal systems why is
international law better positioned to make such determinations and to create a universal framework for
this new type of legal personality how can the matrix of obligations and rights of this new legal
personality be construed and what would be the repercussions for the international community in order
to address these questions the book discusses cognitive aspects embedded in the framework of law
offering insights based on both de lege lata and de lege ferenda perspectives
Intelligence and the Law 1985 the availability of very large data sets and the increase in computing
power to process them has led to a renewed intensity in corporate and governmental use of artificial
intelligence ai technologies this groundbreaking book the first devoted entirely to the growing presence
of ai in the legal profession responds to the necessity of building up a discipline that due to its novelty
requires the pooling of knowledge and experiences of well respected experts in the ai field taking into
account the impact of ai on the law and legal practice essays by internationally known expert authors
introduce the essentials of ai in a straightforward and intelligible style offering jurists as many practical
examples and business cases as possible so that they are able to understand the real application of this
technology and its impact on their jobs and lives elements of the analysis include the following crucial
terms natural language processing machine learning and deep learning regulations in force in major
jurisdictions ethical and social issues labour and employment issues including the impact that robots
have on employment prediction of outcome in the legal field judicial proceedings patent granting etc
massive analysis of documents and identification of patterns from which to derive conclusions ai and
taxation issues of competition and intellectual property liability and responsibility of intelligent systems ai
and cybersecurity ai and data protection impact on state tax revenues use of autonomous killer robots in
the military challenges related to privacy the need to embrace transparency and sustainability pressure
brought by clients on prices minority languages and ai danger that the existing gap between large and
small businesses will further increase how to avoid algorithmic biases when ai decides ai application to
due diligence ai and non disclosure agreements and the role of chatbots interviews with pioneers in the
field are included so readers get insights into the issues that people are dealing with in day to day
actualities whether conceiving ai as a transformative technology of the labour market and training or an
economic and business sector in need of legal advice this introduction to ai will help practitioners in tax
law labour law competition law and intellectual property law understand what ai is what it serves what is
the state of the art and the potential of this technology how they can benefit from its advantages and
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what are the risks it presents as the global economy continues to suffer the repercussions of a framework
that was previously fundamentally self regulatory policymakers will recognize the urgent need to
formulate rules to properly manage the future of ai
Regulating Artificial Intelligence 2019-11-29 in artificial intelligence robot law policy and ethics dr
nathalie rébé discusses the legal and contemporary issues in relation to creating conscious robots this
book provides an in depth analysis of the existing regulatory tools as well as a new comprehensive
framework for regulating strong ai
Is Law Computable? 2020-11-26 in today s modern techno centric world with its endless supply of data
and the multitude of ways to collect and utilise it intelligence has become the best tool for law firms
when it comes to understanding client needs offering quality value oriented services and garnering and
retaining business
Legal and Ethical Challenges of Artificial Intelligence from an International Law Perspective
2021-07-30 elgar advanced introductions are stimulating and thoughtful introductions to major fields in
the social sciences and law expertly written by the world s leading scholars designed to be accessible yet
rigorous they offer concise and lucid surveys of the substantive and policy issues associated with discrete
subject areas woodrow barfield and ugo pagallo present a succinct introduction to the legal issues related
to the design and use of artificial intelligence ai exploring human rights constitutional law data protection
criminal law tort law and intellectual property law they consider the laws of a number of jurisdictions
including the us the european union japan and china making reference to case law and statutes key
features include a critical insight into human rights and constitutional law issues which may be affected
by the use of ai discussion of the concept of legal personhood and how the law might respond as ai
evolves in intelligence an introduction to current laws and statutes which apply to ai and an identification
of the areas where future challenges to the law may arise this advanced introduction is ideal for law and
social science students with an interest in how the law applies to ai it also provides a useful entry point
for legal practitioners seeking an understanding of this emerging field
An Introductory Guide to Artificial Intelligence for Legal Professionals 2020-05-14 at head of
title aba standing committee on law and national security
Artificial Intelligence: Robot Law, Policy and Ethics 2021-08-09 until somewhat recently ai was mostly an
academic pursuit that always seemed far away from being released outside of academia today however
ai is touching almost every aspect of human life as such there are several emerging legal and policy
questions that society will need to reckon with although we are faced with new challenges we have many
opportunities to utilize true and tested frameworks and legal infrastructure that has been centuries in the
making this book tries to bring together two disparate fields law and technology and give the reader and
understanding of their convergence and divergence we start to answer many of these questions or at
least open the discussion that acknowledges its complexity this is an exploration of those questions and
where possible we try to go over information that might be helpful in appreciating the depth of those
questions as technology and law are two large subjects that span a wide range we do our best to narrow
the scope of the chapters as best we can this book should not be taken as original research in that we
hypothesize how the legal system should change or what the answers to these questions are we instead
look at the underlying logic that is provided within current legal frameworks to see how they can be
adapted to fit current ai and future generations of much more powerful ai just as this is an emerging field
we are emerging researchers interested in starting to put pen to paper on the kind of questions we will
spend our lifetimes pursuing in the last chapter we ask ai to make some forward looking projections
about how it sees ai and law intersecting in the future in summary this book is not intended to convey
original research or ideas about how ai and the law should interact in the future it is not formal academic
research but rather thoughts ideas and frameworks that two students wanted to compile based on
classwork across stanford and externally
Strategic Intelligence for Law Firms 2016-08 activities of intelligence agencies have recently moved
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into the focus of public critical review all over europe the publication of the snowden documents revealed
a surveillance practice of unimagined scope intelligence surveillance no longer focuses on state
organisations or political decision makers technical innovation now allows mass surveillance of individual
communication in view of this development the media and politicians have demanded legal limitations of
such practices this handbook takes into account the various facets of intelligence activities in europe
spanning from chapters on intelligence operations to intelligence cooperation within different policies in
europe within the eu and without eg nato this book is suitable for academic and practical purposes alike
political social and historical analyses are brought into context with the legal discourse
Advanced Introduction to Law and Artificial Intelligence 2020-10-15 explains how artificial
intelligence is pushing the limits of the law and how we must respond
The U.S. Intelligence Community Law Sourcebook 2010 how are new technologies changing the
practice of law with examples and explanations drawn from the uk us canada australia and other
common law countries as well as from china and europe this book considers the opportunities and
implications for lawyers as autonomous systems become commonplace in legal service delivery it
examines what lawyers do in the practice of law and where ai will impact this work it also explains the
important continuing role of the lawyer in an ai world this book is divided into three parts part a provides
an accessible explanation of ai including diagrams and contrasts this with the role and work of lawyers
part b focuses on five different aspects of legal work litigation transactional dispute resolution regulation
and compliance and legal advice and strategy where ai is making a considerable impact and looks at how
this is occurring part c discusses how lawyers and law firms can best utilise the promise of ai while also
acknowledging its limitations it also discusses ethical and regulatory issues including the lawyer s role in
upholding the rule of law
Regulating AI 2021-02-11 managing intelligence a guide for law enforcement professionals is designed
to assist practitioners and agencies build an efficient system to gather and manage intelligence
effectively and lawfully in line with the principles of intelligence led policing research for this book draws
from discussions with hundreds of officers in different agencies roles and ranks from the uk united states
australia new zealand and canada highlighting common misunderstandings in law enforcement about
intelligence the book discusses the origins of these misunderstandings and puts intelligence in context
with other policing models
Intelligence Law and Policies in Europe 2020-02-20 the law and economics of privacy personal data
artificial intelligence and incomplete monitoring showcases the cutting edge theoretical and empirical
findings for researchers and professionals considering these complex issues intersecting law technology
and economics
We, the Robots? 2021-08-05 how are new technologies changing the practice of law with examples and
explanations drawn from the uk us canada australia and other common law countries as well as from
china and europe this book considers the opportunities and implications for lawyers as artificial
intelligence systems become commonplace in legal service delivery it examines what lawyers do in the
practice of law and where ai will impact this work it also explains the important continuing role of the
lawyer in an ai world this book is divided into three parts part a provides an accessible explanation of ai
including diagrams and contrasts this with the role and work of lawyers part b focuses on six different
aspects of legal work litigation transactional dispute resolution regulation and compliance criminal law
and legal advice and strategy where ai is making a considerable impact and looks at how this is occurring
part c discusses how lawyers and law firms can best utilise the promise of ai while also acknowledging its
limitations it also discusses ethical and regulatory issues including the lawyer s role in upholding the rule
of law
Intelligence and the Law 1985 argues that treating people and artificial intelligence differently under the
law results in unexpected and harmful outcomes for social welfare
Artificial Intelligence and the Legal Profession 2020 this book examines the interconnections
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between artificial intelligence data governance and private law rules with a comparative focus on
selected jurisdictions in the asia pacific region the chapters discuss the myriad challenges of translating
and adapting theory doctrines and concepts to practice in the asia pacific region given their differing
circumstances challenges and national interests the contributors are legal experts from the uk israel
korea and singapore with extensive academic and practical experience the essays in this collection cover
a wide range of topics including data protection and governance data trusts information fiduciaries
medical ai the regulation of autonomous vehicles the use of blockchain technology in land administration
the regulation of digital assets and contract formation issues arising from ai applications the book will be
of interest to members of the judiciary policy makers and academics who specialise in ai data
governance and or private law or who work at the intersection of these three areas as well as legal
technologists and practising lawyers in the asia pacific the uk and the us
Managing Intelligence 2017-07-27 this volume presents new research in artificial intelligence and law
with special reference to criminal justice it will be a valuable resource for academics and researchers
working in the areas of ai technology and criminal justice
The Law and Economics of Privacy, Personal Data, Artificial Intelligence, and Incomplete Monitoring
2022-03-22 a vital book by industry thought leader and global ai expert dr lance eliot and based on his
popular ai insider series and podcasts this fascinating book provides pioneering advances for the field of
ai and law included are keen insights about the practical application of artificial intelligence ai and law
ranging from introductory material to more advanced perspectives topics include the fundamentals of ai
and law legal micro directives legal singularity legal argumentation robo lawyers robo judges ai
adjudication legal sentiment analysis legal opinion mining and much more
Artificial Intelligence and the Legal Profession 2020-11-26 artificial intelligence ai is becoming
more increasingly prevalent in our daily social and professional lives although ai systems and robots
bring many benefits they present several challenges as well in this comprehensive book scholars
critically examine how ai systems may impact belgian law it contains contributions on consumer
protection contract law liability data protection procedural law insurance health intellectual property
arbitration lethal autonomous weapons tax law employment law and ethics while specific topics of
belgian private and public law are thoroughly addressed the book also provides a general overview of a
number of regulatory and ethical ai evolutions and tendencies in the european union therefore it is a
must read for legal scholars practitioners and government officials as well as for anyone with an interest
in law and ai
The Reasonable Robot 2020-06-25 artificial intelligence remains a complex and rapidly evolving
technology since the first edition of this book there have been a number of significant legislative and
policy initiatives which are beginning to shape the nascent approaches that international regulators will
adopt when regulating the use of machine learning and ai in a fast moving specialist area it is essential
to keep pace if you are lost and need clear direction artificial intelligence the practical legal issues will
guide you through the policy updates and implications of existing ai technologies and provide a practical
and easily digestible path to the real issues you need to consider as a legal practitioner this book
contains a grounding of what differentiates artificially intelligent systems from traditional technology and
explains the differences between ai machine learning and deep learning understanding what ai systems
can and cannot do is also essential to developing a clear legal awareness of the technology from these
introductory foundations you ll learn how the deployment of ai technology creates issues and risks that
need to be considered carefully and that permeate across causation intellectual property ownership
confidentiality and data protection recruitment and even criminal law this 2nd edition contains an
entirely new chapter on one of the most exciting emergent ai technologies automated facial recognition
which led to the uk s first court of appeal ai judgment in 2020 r v south wales police recent developments
in the fields of open data the patenting of ai inventions and mlops are also discussed as well as the
european union s new grand vision for ai as reflected in its february 2020 white paper about the author
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john buyers is a commercial solicitor and partner at osborne clarke llp an international law firm which
specialises in advising high technology clients or businesses that are transitioning through a process of
digitalisation john manages the uk commercial team and leads osborne clarke s international artificial
intelligence and machine learning group he is a frequent commentator on the topic of artificial
intelligence and the law and speaks regularly both in the uk and internationally on the subject john s
practice is largely based on transactional it and outsourcing in the financial services and regulated
professional services sectors he regularly advises users and suppliers of artificial intelligence based
systems recent work has included advising a global technology business on the legal implications of
automated facial recognition in europe and providing guidance to a major social media network on the
discriminatory effects of automated content takedown contents chapter one an introduction to artificially
intelligent systems chapter two causation and artificial intelligence chapter three big data and artificial
intelligence chapter four automated facial recognition chapter five intellectual property rights in ai
systems chapter six automated bias and discrimination chapter seven ai crime commission and judgment
chapter eight market distorting effects ai and competition law chapter nine sector specific considerations
chapter ten automation and ai service provision chapter eleven artificial intelligence and corporate law
chapter twelve political regulatory and industry responses
AI, Data and Private Law 2021-09-23 this book brings together papers that offer conceptual analyses
highlight issues propose solutions and discuss practices regarding privacy data protection and artificial
intelligence it is one of the results of the thirteenth annual international conference on computers privacy
and data protection cpdp held in brussels in january 2020 the development and deployment of artificial
intelligence promises significant break throughs in how humans use data and information to understand
and interact with the world the technology however also raises significant concerns in particular concerns
are raised as to how artificial intelligence will impact fundamental rights this interdisciplinary book has
been written at a time when the scale and impact of data processing on society on individuals as well as
on social systems is becoming ever starker it discusses open issues as well as daring and prospective
approaches and is an insightful resource for readers with an interest in computers privacy and data
protection
Artificial Intelligence and the Law 2022-04 this book provides original diverse and timely insights into
the nature scope and implications of artificial intelligence ai especially machine learning and natural
language processing in relation to contracting practices and contract law the chapters feature unique
critical and in depth analysis of a range of topical issues including how the use of ai in contracting affects
key principles of contract law from formation to remedies the implications for autonomy consent and
information asymmetries in contracting and how ai is shaping contracting practices and the laws relating
to specific types of contracts and sectors the contributors represent an interdisciplinary team of lawyers
computer scientists economists political scientists and linguists from academia legal practice policy and
the technology sector the chapters not only engage with salient theories from different disciplines but
also examine current and potential real world applications and implications of ai in contracting and
explore feasible legal policy and technological responses to address the challenges presented by ai in
this field the book covers major common and civil law jurisdictions including the eu italy germany uk us
and china it should be read by anyone interested in the complex and fast evolving relationship between
ai contract law and related areas of law such as business commercial consumer competition and data
protection laws
Decisive Essays On AI And Law 2020-12-07 this timely book presents a detailed analysis of the role of
law and regulation in the utilisation of artificial intelligence ai in the media sector as well as contributing
to the wider discussion on law and ai the book also digs deeper by exploring pressing issues at the
intersections of ai media and the law chapters critically re examine various rights and responsibilities
from the perspectives of incentives for accountable utilisation of ai in the industry
Artificial Intelligence and the Law 2021 this edited work collates novel contributions on contemporary
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topics that are related to human rights the essays address analytic descriptive questions such as what
legal personality actually means and normative questions such as who or what should be recognised as a
legal person as is well known among jurists the law has a special conception of personhood corporations
are persons whereas slaves have traditionally been considered property rather than persons this odd
state of affairs has not garnered the interest of legal theorists for a while and the theory of legal
personhood has been a relatively peripheral topic in jurisprudence for at least 50 years as readers will
see there have recently been many developments and debates that justify a theoretical investigation of
this topic animal rights activists have been demanding that some animals be recognized as legal persons
the field of robotics has prompted questions about driverless cars should they be granted a limited legal
personality so that the car itself would be responsible for damages this book explores such concepts and
touches on matters of bioethics animal law and medical law it includes matters of legal history and
appeals to both legal scholars and philosophers especially those with an interest in theories of law and
the philosophy of law
Artificial Intelligence - The Practical Legal Issues - 2nd Edition 2021-03-28 what legal status should be
granted to artificial agents
Data Protection and Privacy, Volume 13 2021-01-28 this book provides a detailed discussion on the
ways in which education and science can be applied to the improvement of security focusing on the
necessary blend of education science and intelligence activities through the relevant application of
educational concepts and scientific approaches
Automation of Legal Reasoning 1992 recent years have seen much new research on the interface
between artificial intelligence and law looking at issues such as automated legal reasoning this collection
of papers represents the state of the art in this fascinating and highly topical field
Contracting and Contract Law in the Age of Artificial Intelligence 2022-06-30 one failure of 9 11
that has not received the attention it deserves is the inadequacy of the u s and international network of
financial transparency reporting requirements to detect terrorist finance in hide and seek john a cassara
an expert in the fields of terrorist financing and money laundering provides personal insight into the
workings of the intelligence and law enforcement communities he contends that the mistakes made by
many different agencies before 9 11 were not isolated rather he says these blunders were a result of
bureaucratic cultures misguided policies and entrenched ways of doing business moreover vulnerabilities
still exist cassara s unique background allows personal insight into the real workings of the intelligence
and law enforcement communities that failed us on september 11 2001 his memoir provides a true life
perspective on issues procedures government cultures and decisions that are so vitally important today
Artificial Intelligence and the Media 2022-02-22
Legal Personhood: Animals, Artificial Intelligence and the Unborn 2017-03-23
A Legal Theory for Autonomous Artificial Agents 2011-07-18
Intelligence and Law Enforcement in the 21st Century 2021-09
Law, Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 1998
Semantic Processing of Legal Texts 2010-05-06
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